Making Connections
Advancing Healthcare Research Via Consumer Mobile Devices
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By numerous measures, the smartphones in our pockets and pocketbooks have more computing power than the supercomputers of the 1990s. Smartphones provide a general platform for software applications and host a suite of sensors, including location and activity sensing. Smartphones have become ubiquitous in the developed world. They are nearly always on and always nearby. As such, smartphones provide rich opportunities for healthcare research—and for promising directions in health and wellness more generally.

See Article by Nguyen et al

The article, by Nguyen et al,1 published in this issue of Circulation: Cardiovascular Quality and Outcomes, highlights the untapped potential of bringing together smartphones, online survey tools, and electronic health records for healthcare research and delivery. The authors present research on tracking hospitalizations via the use of smartphones and online surveys. Identifying hospitalizations in an accurate and efficient manner could help with tracking and understanding the incidence of disease, adverse outcomes of medical interventions, and recurrence of illness. Developing a low-cost and accurate means of tracking significant hospitalizations, such as admissions for acute cardiovascular events, would enable new kinds of studies. Although visits to hospitals are tracked in electronic medical records, the events, would enable new kinds of studies. Although visits to hospitals are tracked in electronic medical records, the authors report 17 of 22 confirmed hospitalizations were detected for the in-person arm sensitivity of 77%. In the larger remote arm, 102 of 157 medical visits were correctly identified, demonstrating a positive predictive value of 70%. Challenges with accuracy include errors in location sensing, potential gaps in reporting, and false positives that come when people visit hospitals for their work or other reasons, such as visiting a sick friend or relative.

The newly published work comes in the context of the growth of interest and results in mobile health or mHealth,3 and related areas of research, referred to with the terms digital disease detection4 and infodemiology.5 Work in these realms extends healthcare research by tapping into new streams of data available via consumer computing devices and such web services as search logs and social media. Efforts include analyses of large-scale anonymized logs of queries input to web search engines and words appearing in posts on Twitter. Studies span such topics as tracking the incidence and spread of infectious diseases,6,7 stratification of people at risk for illness,6,8 and identifying adverse effects of medications.9 Logs of user activity that are collected on devices and servers as part of the normal flow of ongoing activities, and in accordance with usage agreements, may include information about the locations of users.

The work by Nguyen et al is related to previous studies of potential hospital utilizations with geofencing using logs of tens of thousands of users of mobile devices.11–13 In previous work by our group, we used geofencing to identify when people submitting queries to search services on smartphones approach one of 35,000 preidentified hospital sites through-out the United States. In the work, recurrent patterns of visitation are removed as likely employees. For each candidate hospitalization, the search query log is rolled back in time to consider search terms entered over the days and hours leading up to the hypothesized hospital visit. For privacy reasons, the detailed location information is removed from the data before analysis; only the absolute distances to the identified target hospitals are considered. Statistical models built from records and survey data are later linked to the detected event, providing validation of a hospital visit. The authors provide measures of the specificity and sensitivity of the detections of hospitalization using this methodology.

The study used in-person and remote arms of participants who downloaded the smartphone application. The smaller in-person study included consenting patients who had been scheduled for electrophysiology and cardiac catheterization procedures. Participants in the remote arm were drawn from the Health eHeart program.5 The accuracy of detected hospitalizations and of lengths of stay in hospitals was confirmed by survey responses, electronic mail, and a review of medical records. The authors report that 17 of 22 confirmed hospitalizations were detected for the in-person arm sensitivity of 77%. In the larger remote arm, 102 of 157 medical visits were correctly identified, demonstrating a positive predictive value of 70%. Challenges with accuracy include errors in location sensing, potential gaps in reporting, and false positives that come when people visit hospitals for their work or other reasons, such as visiting a sick friend or relative.

The work by Nguyen et al is related to previous studies of potential hospital utilizations with geofencing using logs of tens of thousands of users of mobile devices.11–13 In previous work by our group, we used geofencing to identify when people submitting queries to search services on smartphones approach one of 35,000 preidentified hospital sites throughout the United States. In the work, recurrent patterns of visitation are removed as likely employees. For each candidate hospitalization, the search query log is rolled back in time to consider search terms entered over the days and hours leading up to the hypothesized hospital visit. For privacy reasons, the detailed location information is removed from the data before analysis; only the absolute distances to the identified target hospitals are considered. Statistical models built from
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the resulting aggregate data sets are then used to predict if and when future healthcare utilizations will occur in advance of detected visits, given the terms input to search engines (eg, chest pain) over time. Follow-on work\textsuperscript{12} pursues additional insights about the nature of a hospitalization and a patient’s changing information needs as expressed in the terms input to search engines before, during, and after the candidate visits. Findings include a rise in use of technical medical terms during and following a visit.

In the absence of a link between location data collected by smartphones and confirmatory evidence provided by medical records, we cannot be certain that patients visited a hospital facility. Reasons for this may include inaccurate geofencing, inaccurate global positioning system tracking, or trouble disambiguating between hospitals and proximal facilities (eg, those immediately next door or located above or below). Researchers in computer science have explored opportunities to refine location accuracy, including methods for enhanced place labeling that uses time-stamped location measurements, combined with signals from other sources (demographics, timing, visits from others, and visit sequences) to assign meaningful labels to locations in an automated manner.\textsuperscript{14,15} However, location signals do not yet come with the requisite precision to identify hospital visits with certainty.

The studies of Nguyen et al involve a relatively small cohort compared with the related work on utilization using large-scale mobile logs. However, the study brings to the fore a critically important direction required for the maturation of mHealth: making connections between evidence and inferences drawn from nontraditional digital streams and clinical data and reporting about ground truth. Efforts like the study by Nguyen et al that align traditional electronic health records data and survey tools with noisy, nonvalidated digital streams are important for the maturation of mHealth. Although such studies may be more costly and cumbersome (and thus smaller in scale), they are important for validating and integrating the nontraditional digital streams of health-related information drawn from devices.

Beyond performing validations by making links to traditional medical data, we must address other challenges with drawing data from computing devices and online services. Using data provided in the course of daily life for inferences raises concerns about disclosure, consent, and privacy. The leveraging of nonmedical data, such as logs of locations and of the terms used in web search over time, for healthcare research and delivery brings to the fore interesting and engaging questions about privacy and use of data—and of evolving views in the United States and Europe on leveraging nonmedical data for medical purposes.\textsuperscript{16} As with all studies leveraging personal data, a key consideration is protecting the privacy of individuals via careful containment of data, use of anonymization methods, and using statistical aggregations that cloak personally identifiable information. Researchers need to be clear with participants about the type of data that is recorded and the reasons for the data capture. Methods explored in studies on privacy include uses of encryption\textsuperscript{17,18} and mechanisms that could provide patients with understandings and control of privacy risks and trade-offs.\textsuperscript{19,20} Some approaches to ensuring the privacy of sensitive data, such as location information, maintain the sensitive data within devices and rely more centrally on client-side analyses for services.

To date, the methods presented by Nguyen et al are best viewed as a complement rather than as a replacement for established means of recording hospitalizations, such as insurance claims and electronic medical records. However, the methods are promising, and the work highlights an important direction with aligning data from smartphones and electronic medical records. A wealth of opportunities lay ahead in mHealth, including new tools for health research and myriad applications of sensing and intervention for health and wellness. However, sensing and inferences drawn from the use of mobile devices in the wild may be fraught with uncertainty and incompleteness, especially when they are based on noisy signals and interpretations. Making connections to traditional sources of clinical data, as demonstrated in the study of Nguyen et al is important in helping to realize the full potential of mHealth.
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